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Dear Reader!

We are proud to show you the business presentation of FreedomXpress, through which we 
now invite you to participate in building the next online commercial giant of the internet, and 
thereby to experience what the truly free and prospering life is about!
If you want it too, a new chapter can start in your life now, which will be about financial 
independence, freedom and personal fulfilment.

From our company’s side everything is set for the beginning of a fruitful partnership and, 
together with you, for the completion of our mission, which has been formulated as follows:

„Our mission is to create a free and prospering life for all our partners and their families, and 
to prepare them for also being able to complete our mission in others’ life”



It is very likely that everybody knows these companies and uses their services even 
on a daily basis, and what is more, we almost certainly recommended them to others 
before, in spite of the fact that they have never paid a cent for this activity of ours, 
although it was us users who made these companies great.

In the business model of FeedomXpress the users play the key role, since the 
company chose network marketing as a tool to establish its business platforms, and 
in that context the company reallocates 66% of its total trade flow to those who 
participate in promoting its divisions.

How much business potential does this mean to you? For the answer we need to 
know how big the potential of online commerce is.



In 1995 only 1% of the 
world’s population had 

internet access

Today 55% of the 
world’s population has 

internet access

This number 
grows annually by 

nearly 10%

In 2017 online commerce 
reached 2300 billion dollars 
in annual turnover

The online trading 
market grows annually 
by approximately 1000 
billion dollars

The online trade flow of 
the USA alone is 500 
billion dollars per year

The number of people using the internet on a daily 
basis is more than 4 billion

The target audience of FreedomXpress is
55% of the world’s population

The online global trade flow of this year is expected to be 
2800 billion USD

You can build your FreedomXpress business without 
geographical constraints, 100% online

Market Potential



On the company's online trading platform, we have combined successful 
commercial activities that have already made other companies individually 
market leaders in the past. Our goal is to leverage the power of network 
marketing to create an online commerce community where users as referrers 
and customers participate. Because of the financial benefits that our 
customers and their referrals have for using and promoting a common online 
commerce site, we can expect stable and growing traffic, some of which is 
distributed by our company to the promoters of the site. The company plans 
to continue expanding its online platform by adding new business divisions to 
the platform, which will provide a new source of revenue for network builders 
from new industry traffic. Take part in everyday purchases of masses of 
people passively for the rest of our lives? Yes, this is indeed a real business 
opportunity!



DealKodex – Always make your purchases with a discount

The first division of our company's online platform is based on the development of 
a loyalty card system that helps us make our everyday purchases cheaper with a 
card ordered from the company. Signing up for the system is quick, easy and free, 
all you need is a referral link. You can then choose from our webstore the most 
appropriate one of our business packages for 100% off the total purchase value of 
the business partner companies as described in our Terms of Use. You will find a 
list of companies at www.dealkodex.com. Partner companies can sign up for free 
on DealKodex in exchange for a permanent discount they offer. This solution is 
mutually beneficial for both service providers and customers. The biggest cost for 
businesses is the cost of advertising and marketing, with uncertain returns. You 
can send your offers to hundreds of thousands of potential customers for free. In 
return, buyers will always be able to buy better than market prices from a 
guaranteed and reliable source.
To qualify for an on-site discount, it is enough to show the card and only pay the 
discounted price. Our online partners pay the full purchase price and we will credit 
the discount back to your online balance!



1% of the e-commerce market of the world

Currently the fastest growing industry of the world is e-commerce. The e-commerce revenues 
have been increasing by more than 1000 billion dollars globally from year to year. 
FreedomXpress Global is determined to carve out a significant slice of this staggering trade 
flow and to share it with the members of our network through a concept that is unprecedented 
in the network marketing industry!
The goal of our company is to have influence over 1% of the global e-commerce flows by 
utilizing the strength of our drop shipping business, and through achieving this objective to 
become the world’s No 1 network marketing company.
How does drop shipping work? 

Why is this more favourable to our members than building a traditional webshop? 



Traditional or Drop shipping webshop?

Starting a traditional webshop-based enterprise without the adequate knowledge, 
qualification, apparatus and capital is practically a suicide!
If we wish to operate our webshop-based business in a traditional e-commerce 
model, the following tasks will await us:

- IT development or renting of the webshop
- Creation of the information infrastructure
- Purchasing, handling and administration of the inventory
- Competitive advertisement of the webshop
- Providing an electronic payment service
- Deliveries / logistics
- Invoicing
- Management of guarantees
- Customer support service
- Capital needs of all the above



Business model of the drop shipping webshop

The reason behind the success and spread of the drop shipping business model 
lies in being able to operate your own e-commerce enterprise without having to 
fulfil all the previously listed conditions. 
As an affiliate partner you can submit your application to the affiliate program of 
 the company’s own international webshop, which allows the usage of the 
inventory of an international webshop, you will not have to deal with either 
logistics or invoicing, and the company handles the guarantee and customer 
support cases as well.
All you have to do is to promote the products and services of the webshop like 
they were your own by using your affiliate link, while in the case of a purchase 
Zamnia – the webshop of the company – provides every infrastructure issues 
and pays a commission for our affiliate activities, depending on the realized 
trade flow.
Isn’t it fantastic? An own webshop without risks and capital needs!



Development of an own webshop

Inventory and its administration 

Huge advertising costs

Deliveries and logistics

Invoicing

Management of guarantees

Own customer support service

Serious capital needs

Usage of a partner webshop

No need to have an own inventory

It can be operated at a lower cost

The partner webshop delivers

The partner webshop issues the invoices

The partner webshop manages the 
guarantees

No need to have an own  customer support 
service

It can be established through a one-time 
smaller payment

Own Webshop Dropshipping



Redeem your own Drop shipping license and profit passively from the trade flow 
of hundreds or even thousands of dropshippers

FreedomXpress makes it possible for you for a single fee to redeem your drop 
shipping license for ZAMNIA, the company’s international webshop.  With the help 
of our various drop shipping licenses you can benefit in a completely passive way 
from the commissions for the trade flows of those affiliate partners that were 
recruited to our drop shipping business line directly by you or through the structure 
created by you.

Our affiliate partners can only receive a profit after the trading margins of their own 
trade flows, however, those who redeem their drop shipping license can benefit up 
to 8 unilevel levels from  the passive revenues produced by the international 
“miniature webshop chain” established via the affiliate partners and other license 
owners!

Have you ever imagined what it would be like to benefit from the trade flow of 
several hundred or even thousand webshops?
That is what our drop shipping business line can offer you!

There is no monthly fee or renewal fee!



Payments of the affiliate and license business packages



BMW5

BMW3

BMW1

BMW7

Become the valued leader of the FreedomXpress community

Qualify for our BMW car program and claim your leadership 
car that we will finance!



If you were not present at the launch of Amazon, Ebay or Groupon to take advantage of 
the competitive edge of the early recognisers, now you have the opportunity to act and not 
just watch other people’s successes, but to actually be part of the success.

Now we open the gate for you to build FreedomXpress Global, the next giant of online 
commerce together, and to be its equal beneficiaries

Study the commission plan of FreedomXpress as soon as you can on our website, where 
we created the currently highest-paying hybrid-binary system of the industry and we pay 
out 66% of the company’s global trade flow to our partners.



Qualify for FreedomXpress Executive Ranks!

Take over the prestige products of the executive level, then your Swiss 
watch and drive your own sports car and celebrate our success on our 
joint incentive trips!



Experience the true power of network marketing, achieve presidential and ambassadorial ranks 
and enjoy the lifestyle that comes with owning a Mercedes S-Class from the company or in the 
sports car of your choice and wake up in your own luxury property, it is up to you to decide in 
which part of the world we shall buy for you!



This is a once in a lifetime opportunity, grab it and do not let it go.

The commission plan of the company and further presentations can be accessed from the official website of the company. Study them as 
soon as you can and follow us on our social media channels in order to always be informed about the actualities and other important 
information as fast as possible!

 We wish you many successes in building your business!

 www.freedomxpressglobal.com
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